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Training Seminar in Portland, Oregon

Two Times a Year
Call 800-88-THEFT
For more information
800-888-4338

What Is

The National Center
for the Study of Theft Behaviors?

The National Center
for the Study of
Theft Behaviors
3705 SE 39th Ave.
Portland, OR
97202
Phone: 503-771-5968
Fax:
503-771-6569
E-mail:
questions@thefttalk.com
Visit us on the Web
www.theftcenter.org
www.thefttalk.com

The mission of The National Center
for the Study of Theft Behaviors is to
conduct professional theft related
training, conduct meaningful theft
research, accumulate and report on
research findings relevant to theft
behaviors and to advocate for best
practices and outcome based
interventions with theft offenders.
The National Center for the Study
of Theft Behaviors was started because,
after twenty-two years of experience in
the field of theft counseling, it has
become clear that:
a) Far too few professionals are
trained or skilled at theft counseling.

b) Professionals in the justice system
tend to view theft behaviors as a nuisance
crime not worthy of, or needing,
specialized treatment.
c) The conventional approach of
offering consequences for theft behaviors
is ineffective.
d) Theft, in its many forms, is one of
the most frequently occurring crimes.
The National Center for the Study of
Theft Behaviors is focused on research,
best practices and identifying evidence
based outcomes.
Whereas its parent
agency, “THEFT TALK”™ Counseling
Service Inc., is focused on utilizing these
research based interventions in practice.

What is Included in the Training?
Theoretical
Interventions

DAY ONE

DAY TWO

DAY THREE

Morning

Morning

Morning

Cognitive
Restructuring

The first morning will be spent
getting to know one another,
establishing rapport and group
norms. Participants will be exposed
to a brief orientation of “THEFT
TALK”™ theory and philosophy.
The seminar goals and objectives
will be reviewed as well. A key
ingredient during the first morning
will center around the notion that
the session begins the moment the
offender enters the room. Specific
skills will be introduced.

The participants will build on the
previous day’s training and
develop more depth into the
thinking of a theft offender. As
an outcome, the participants will
gain insights into how a person
could come to the conclusion,
“Go for it”.

The participants will experience an
actual Theft Talk session, so they
can convert classroom training to
real world practice.

Victim Awareness
Dissonance Therapy
Thinking Errors
Skill Building
“Process” Counseling
Choice Theory
Empathy Development
Cognitive Behavior
Modification
Moral Development

Afternoon
The afternoon session will explain
why the use of consequences and
punishments is an ineffective
(though often necessary) intervention. With the underlying premise
that an offender’s behavior will not
change unless their thinking
changes, we will introduce two
critical types of offender thinking
that must be addressed.

Afternoon

Afternoon
The afternoon session will change
directions from a theft offender’s
thinking commissions to a focus on
their thinking omissions. Through
the use of empathy development
techniques, participants will learn
to address victim issues which
•
result in clients who are motivated
and have incentive to change their •
behavior.
•
•

Ask about our
advanced
Training
which leads to
“Certification”

•
•
•
•

The afternoon is the crescendo, a
critical piece of the training.
The participants will leave with an
understanding of what elements are
necessary within each client to
motivate a change in behavior.

You will Receive
A “Trained” ‘Theft talk’™ Counselor
Certificate
18 hours of training
The Psychology of Stealing
Power Point Presentation,
“Theft Talk A to Z”
Two-disk Training Video
Recommended Reading List
Sample brochures and marketing
material
ID Theft Protection CD

The Psychology of Stealing
The Psychology of Stealing is a
manual for the professional counselor,
psychologist, therapist, social worker,
practitioner, school counselor, judge,
probation and correction officer.
Clearly written and well organized in
thought, this book systematically,
takes the reader through stories which
outline the thinking of a theft offender.
It includes a thorough explanation of
the issues at hand and practical
applications.

founder of “THEFT
Counseling Service Inc.
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Mr. Houseworth has spent the last 22
years specializing in theft offender
counseling. He has a Master’s degree
in Counseling Psychology from Lewis
and Clark College; he is an
affiliate member of the American
Psychological Association and has
been a college instructor.

It is authored by Steven Houseworth,
MA, a practicing juvenile justice
counselor for the past 25 years and the
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The Psychology of Stealing: The
Truth About Why People Steal,
is the product of many years of
research and practice.
A manual outlining the complete
theory and philosophy behind the
“THEFT TALK”™ Training.
“18 months after purchasing your
book...I declare it’s the greatest
investment of my life.”
- Counselor from Oklahoma

How To Register
The cost for the 3 day training is $500 per person (expenses excluded). Group
Discounts of 20% ($400 per person) are available when 3 or more individuals
from your organization register for the same training. (When registering multiple
individuals, please include photocopies of this registration form for each person.)
Agencies which have previously purchased our training may send future attendees
at a 30% reduction ($350 per person). Send this form along with a check payable
to: TTCS Training Dept. 3705 SE 39th Ave., Portland, Oregon 97202. Or you may
register today by calling 1-800-88-THEFT

held from 9:00am to
4:00pm at our main office
in Portland, Oregon.
If you require hotel or

NAME:

travel suggestions

AGENCY:

please contact

ADDRESS:
PHONE:

The Training Seminar is

questions@thefttalk.com
E-Mail:

or call 800-88-theft
800-88 (8-4338)

A Deposit of $150.00 will reserve your place. Registration and
Deposit Deadline: 30 Days prior to training date. Limit of 8 persons
in each training session.
We are also available to conduct trainings at your site. The cost is
$1,800 (expenses not included) for 3 days of training. Please call for
details.
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What’s Inside
•

What is The National Center for
the Study of Theft Behaviors?

•

Description of 3-day Training

•

Read about Steve Houseworth,
Author of “The Psychology of
Stealing.”

•

Information on upcoming
Training Seminars.

•

How to Register.

Finally, the training you’ve been
asking for!

How to work
with Theft

THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR THE
STUDY OF THEFT BEHAVIORS

3705 SE 39th Avenue
Portland, OR 97202
A Division of "THEFT TALK" TM Counseling Service

We’re on the Web
www.theftcenter.org
www.thefttalk.com

